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Consumers in Asia-Pacific have recently undergone a massive change in 
behaviour. As digitalisation and entrepreneurship have swept the region, 
it has brought with it a boom in unicorn start-ups, foreign investment, and 
confidence in spending. In fact, Nielsen found 70% percent of Asia-Pacific 
consumers were in a better financial position in 2018 compared to five 
years prior1.

That said, spending has not increased for all markets in the region. Though 
retail spending hit a 10-month high in Japan in October 20182 and Vietnam’s 
spending in 2018 increased by more than 11% when compared to 20173, 
spending in markets like Singapore and Malaysia slowed slightly in the 
same time period4.

But despite this slightly uneven growth, Asia’s overall retail sector is 
growing at double the rate of the rest of the world – and the growth rate of 
eCommerce comes in at three times that of other markets5. This is thanks to 
a combination of the presence of countries that are redefining the ecosystem 
of shopping, such as Mainland China – which has skipped a generation 
technologically thanks to all-in-one apps like WeChat that integrate social 
media and ecommerce6 – and fast-growing economies such as India, 
Vietnam and Thailand.

While there is widespread enthusiasm for international investment into 
APAC’s consumer and retail sector, our ‘Talent in Asia’ survey found that 
employers have a slightly more cautious view, with 53% saying they are 
optimistic about expected growth. That said, 62.5% of employers plan to 
downsize their headcount across 2019, perhaps due to the shift in consumer 
preference for online retail, which is projected to account for more than 30% 
of retail spend in APAC by 20207.

The changing nature of the consumer and retail is reflected in the sector’s 
hiring trends. Employers participating in our survey said that the sector is 
facing a severe talent shortage, with almost 80% citing a lack of qualified 
candidates as their biggest hiring challenge, prompting many to consider 
internal transfers and promotions to fill available roles. However, only 15% of 
retail talent are open to relocating for work, and over 80% of talent expect a 
20% increase in salaries when switching jobs – a concern, since employers 
noted a low hiring budget was their second largest hiring challenge.

In this report, we have focused on talent trends in seven key sectors of the 
consumer industry: cosmetics, consumer goods, luxury goods and jewellery, 
sporting goods, supermarkets, apparel and fashion, and online media.

We hope this report can be used as a helpful resource for HR teams and 
business leaders that educates them about the opportunities and challenges 
that exist in Asia’s exciting, but changing consumer industry.

THE TOP SECTORS IN 
CONSUMER BY TALENT

HOSPITALITY
3.9% (260,000)

6.6 million
overall talent pool size 

as visible online

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
2.9% (190,000)

CASUAL APPAREL
2.9% (190,000)

CONSUMER GOODS 
2.7% (180,000)

RETAIL
3.6% (240,000)

APAC: Booming Consumerism, 
Shrinking Consumer Sector

INTRODUCTION
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The Consumer and Retail sectors experience 
constant disruption. Businesses alter their 
strategies to keep up with these ever changing 
trends through acquiring other businesses, 
initiating new digital sales models and transforming 
their fulfilment processes. Due to the increase 
in online and virtual retail stores, as well as the 
adoption of augmented reality, there will be a 
continual decrease in the requirements for store 
sales, promotional staff and other junior positions. 
However, in order to help transfer customers from 
offline to online, Consumer and Retail organisations 
will require an increase in demand for candidates 
with business development and product 
management skills.
 

JAMES MILES 
Managing Director
RGF Executive Search Singapore

Companies in the Consumer and Retail space 
will need to be agile in their workforce planning 
and hiring, as they look to move away from hiring 
candidates with traditional retail skills to candidates 
better versed in digital and performance marketing.
 
The fact is, the skill sets required for the future 
transformation of this industry are rare to find right 
now. But companies can better equip themselves 
and their employees for the ever-changing retail 
landscape by making sure all staff have the right 
mind-set, and are open to learning new skills and 
adopting new ways of thinking. The one area that 
will always remain when looking for consumer or 
retail staff is technical experience and passion for 
products. If organisations can build off that and 
help staff to upskill in digital, then they will be on 
the right track.

“
“



The Beauty Boom

COSMETICS

The global cosmetics industry comprises several products including 
sun care, skincare, hair care, deodorants, makeup and fragrances. 
Notably, skincare, hair care and makeup form more than three-
quarters of the industry.

Sales for imported cosmetic products have boomed globally, 
with imports in 2018 rising nearly 50% when compared to 2014, 
and nearly 17% since 2017. Indeed, international purchases of 
imported beauty cosmetics and skincare products represented 
US$57.5 billion of global demand in 2018.

Asia-Pacific leads cosmetics sales, commanding nearly 40% of the 
global cosmetics market, and considerably outpacing North America 
and Western Europe8. What’s more, Asian countries account for the 
highest dollar worth of imported cosmetic products, with purchases 
in 2018 valued at US$27.1 billion – almost half of the global total.

Among the fastest-growing markets since 2014 are Mainland China, 
Hong Kong and Singapore, which have grown 351.6%, 104.5%, and 
98%, respectively. 

TOP PLAYERS FOR COSMETICS
The rankings include total revenue of a company’s 

other business beyond the subject sector
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LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE

L’Oréal SA

The Estée Lauder Companies Inc.

Kao Corporation

Shiseido Co., Ltd

5

10

Johnson & Johnson

Proctor & Gamble Co.

Unilever PLC

Unilever NV

Christian Dior SE



INDUSTRY TRENDS

Much of the recent growth in the cosmetics industry 
is thanks to factors both economic and social. 
With the rise of disposable incomes – especially in 
emerging economies in Asia Pacific – consumers 
can now afford to spend more on beauty, skincare 
and haircare. Additionally, rapid digitalisation 
across the region has led to a swift penetration 
of smartphone usage9, and in turn, adoption of 
social media platforms such as Instagram, where 
fashion and beauty-related posts receive the most 
engagement10, and YouTube, where beauty-related 
videos garnered 169 billion views in 201811.

These factors mean consumers have more 
exposure to a wider range of beauty and cosmetic 
products, which has led to the significant increase in 
consumption over the past five years.

Among current cosmetic trends impacting the region 
are growing demand for high-end, imported product 
lines, the prominence of the selfie, and a desire for 
products with simple ingredients.

Increased demand for luxury product lines
As incomes rise, there has been a noticeable 
demand for luxury cosmetic lines, as evidenced 
by an increased growth in imported products from 
France and South Korea to Singapore and
Mainland China.

This demand for premium products is led by 
aspirational consumers looking to increase the 
quality of their beauty routines, often brand-
conscious, younger consumers in emerging markets 
such as Brazil, India and Mainland China.

In terms of distribution, retail stores including 
supermarkets, exclusive brand outlets, and specialty 
stores are the major channels for these premium 
products, though online sales are also gaining 
market share.

THERE HAS BEEN 
A NOTICEABLE 
DEMAND FOR LUXURY 
COSMETIC LINES

“
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The Selfie Generation
The prevalent use of social media has led to the 
rise of the selfie and the selfie generation – made 
up of teenagers and young adults who are digitally 
native and who value appearance, self-expression 
and presentation. With numerous beauty bloggers 
producing how-to videos on multi-step skin routines, 
makeup application, and hair styling, it’s now easy 
for people to learn how to care for themselves like a 
professional in the beauty industry.

This rise in demand for products that allow 
consumers to replicate these routines and looks 
has been accompanied by a rise in demand for skin 
lightening products – which treat a wide array of skin 
tone concerns, and are most popular across APAC 
– and for products that compliment all consumers’ 
skin tones and hair types, especially since the 
release of Rihanna’s FENTY Beauty line12.

Natural, Simpler Products

In line with sustainability efforts and more healthful 
ways of living, consumers also care that the 
products they use daily are good for them and 
for the environment. This has increased demand 
for organic beauty products, cruelty-free brands 
that don’t test on animals, and products that 
are transparent about the ingredients used. For 
example, a Nielsen study found that paraben-free 
cosmetics grew in sales by 2.3% year-on-year 
in 201813, and the success of natural and ethical 
brands such as LUSH, Innisfree, and Glossier.

Within the natural beauty product market, skincare 
remains the most attractive segment, followed by 
haircare, and demand for these products is highest 
in North America (33.5% of the market in 2016), 
followed by Europe and Asia-Pacific.



HIRING TRENDS

The beauty industry is massive, and seems poised to continue its upward trajectory. The major challenges 
the industry faces include constantly evolving consumer demand and high cost with low ROI – not to mention 
industry disruption14.

With the recent success of several independent brands – thanks to social media, word-of-mouth marketing 
and eCommerce – many large beauty companies are looking to acquire. Indeed, mergers and acquisitions 
have become increasingly common in the cosmetics sector, as corporations such as L’Oréal and Unilever 
seek new consumers and access to innovation.

TALENT IN THE INDUSTRY 
WHO CHANGED JOBS IN THE 

LAST ONE YEAR (BY LABOUR POPULATION)

TOTAL LABOUR POPULATION BY MARKET 
*AS VISIBLE ONLINE

LABOUR DISTRIBUTION BY LEVEL

TALENT IN THE INDUSTRY 
WHO ARE ACTIVELY LOOKING FOR 

A JOB CHANGE (BY LABOUR POPULATION)

INDIA

INDONESIA

MAINLAND CHINA

PHILIPPINES

SINGAPORE

MAINLAND CHINA

INDONESIA

INDIA

PHILIPPINES

SINGAPORE

11,770 10,581

6,480 10,068

5,718 7,136

1,875 3,049

1,753 2,796

11% 10%

13% 67%

60,000INDIA

42,000INDONESIA

21,000PHILIPPINES

14,000
12,000JAPAN

11,000

VIETNAM

9,200
9,200

SINGAPORE

9,000TAIWAN, CHINA

6,500
5,900

C-SUITE, 
PRESIDENT, OWNER

MANAGER, MID-TIER

VICE-PRESIDENT, 
DIRECTOR,  

SENIOR MANAGER

EXPERT, 
SPECIALIST, STAFF

MALAYSIA

MAINLAND 
CHINA

HONG KONG, 
CHINA

THAILAND
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IT’S ALL ABOUT APPEARANCES FOR ASIA PACIFIC’S 
BOOMING COSMETIC SECTOR

MICHAEL ZHU
Head of Consumer Practice for 
Greater China Executive Search

Bo Le Associates - a member of RGF Executive Search

The Asia-Pacific beauty product market is 
expected to grow at a double-digit rate for the 
next five years. In the region, countries such as 
Mainland China, India and Vietnam present the 
largest growth opportunities for the market players. 
Some of the major cosmetics players in Mainland 
China have enjoyed growth as high as 80% this 
year. This momentum is expected to continue 
due to the increase in disposable income and 
importance placed on physical appearances.

This demand can also be attributed to the growing 
Millennial population and high awareness of 
cosmetic products, such as makeup, premium 
and multifunctional skincare lines, and hair styling 
products. The use of e-commerce platforms and 
new target audiences – organic and value-for-
money products - will also contribute to 
this increase.

““



CONSUMER GOODS

MORE CHOICE, MORE COMPETITION 

TOP PLAYERS FOR CONSUMER GOODS
The rankings include total revenue of a company’s 

other business beyond the subject sector

1
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Henkel AG & Co KGaA

Kimberly-Clark Corp

Reckitt Benckiser Group PLC

Colgate-Palmolive Co 

Kao Corp

5

10

Johnson & Johnson

Proctor & Gamble Co.

Unilever PLC

Unilever NV

L’Oréal SA

The consumer goods sector includes two product categories: 
toiletries – such as soap, oral care items,  and household products, 
baby care products, deodorant, razors and other hygiene products 
– and household products, including laundry detergent, cleaning 
supplies and kitchen products.

Considered “daily essentials,” there is fierce competition between 
brands to gain customer loyalty and to boost brand awareness. 
This sector was valued at US$465billion in 201415, and in 2017, Asia 
Pacific was ranked as the largest global toiletries market with its 
30% market share16. This is largely due to the boom in population, 
rapid urbanisation and increased per capita spending within the 
emerging markets within APAC, where 60% of the world’s population 
lives. Because of this, it’s not surprising to learn that the region’s 
forecasted growth rate for the consumer goods sector is the highest, 
globally.

But, despite being considered essential, the demand for the entire 
range of these products ebbs and flows with the economy – and in 
times of economic downturns and lower demand, price competition 
can become fierce.

10



As economies have developed, urbanisation has 
risen and digitalisation has spread worldwide, 
consumers are now more connected and have more 
choice in how and where they spend their money. 
Gone are the days of products only being launched 
in-store and customers only having a few brands to 
choose from. Thanks to eCommerce, now they can 
source products and items from anywhere.

But with rising connectivity comes increased 
awareness of both brands and trends. Though 
demand for certain trends does not occur overnight, 
consumer behaviour and expectation shifts do 
happen more frequently, encouraging brands to 
continually innovate not just their products, but the 
ways in which they are marketed.

This in turn has led to increased levels of competition 
in the consumer goods sector, which means that 
costs are increasing, too – but not only because of 
digital marketing budgets. Changes to regulations, 
trade agreements, and import and export taxes 
have made doing business more expensive while 
consumer demands sometimes shift to demanding 
higher quality, but less expensive products.

Natural and Organic Products
As seen in the cosmetics sector, a preference for 
natural and organic cosmetic goods products has 
emerged worldwide. In fact, demand is so high 
that production of these products is expected to 
increase by double-digit rates, and comes from 
both developed and developing countries. Despite 
its higher price point due to more expensive raw 
materials and increased labour costs, these plant-
based goods are expected to grow by a compound 
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10%, and to reach 
US$17.6 billion by 202117.

CONSUMERS CAN 
PURCHASE PRODUCTS 
FROM WHEREVER 
THEY ARE AT ANY 
GIVEN MOMENT.

“

INDUSTRY TRENDS
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Shopping from Anywhere
Increased ownership of smartphones worldwide has led to the boom in eCommerce. Now that shopping can 
occur on mobile platforms such as websites, apps and via social media, consumers can purchase products 
from wherever they are at any given moment. This is especially true in Asia Pacific, where eCommerce sales 
are expected to hit US$88 billion in 2025 – 16 times the online sales earned in 201518. But more than purely 
online shopping, customers are now expecting seamless omnichannel experiences that bridge the gap 
between online and in-store service, which can be a challenge for consumer brands already battling intense 
competition, especially in the realm of price.

Small Players, Big Disruption
Accompanying the rise of eCommerce has been the rise of digitally savvy start-ups. Though this is true 
across all industries and all regions, the impact small consumer goods brands has had has been particularly 
notable. Between 2011 and 2016, Boston Consulting Group found that US$22 billion –approximately 25% of 
the consumer goods market revenue – moved from large consumer goods companies to small ones in North 
America, and similar figures were found for Europe19.
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HIRING TRENDS

As more companies in the consumer goods sector adopt Industry 4.0 practices, brands are looking to the future of their 
workforces. With automation, artificial intelligence and machine learning increasing efficiency and output, companies are 
reskilling and upskilling their employees as these sophisticated technologies are implemented into workflows

Additionally, our survey data shows that while the majority of current consumer goods talent lies in India and Indonesia, 
one of the countries where talent are most actively looking for work is Mainland China – which is fourth on our list of talent 
pool size. This demand for roles should signal brands looking to expand into the region where talent is readily available.

TALENT IN THE INDUSTRY 
WHO CHANGED JOBS IN THE 

LAST ONE YEAR (BY LABOUR POPULATION)

TOTAL LABOUR POPULATION BY MARKET 
*AS VISIBLE ONLINE

LABOUR DISTRIBUTION BY LEVEL

TALENT IN THE INDUSTRY 
WHO ARE ACTIVELY LOOKING FOR 

A JOB CHANGE (BY LABOUR POPULATION)

INDIA

INDONESIA

MAINLAND CHINA

PHILIPPINES

MALAYSIA

INDIA

MAINLAND CHINA

INDONESIA

PHILIPPINES

MALAYSIA

10,617 15,581

5,544 8,740

3,597 6,887

1,599 2,610

1,156 1,846

7% 10%

16% 66%

390,000INDIA

200,000INDONESIA

58,000PHILIPPINES

49,000
42,000

JAPAN

23,000
22,000

19,000SINGAPORE

18,000TAIWAN, CHINA

18,000
9,200

MAINLAND 
CHINA

C-SUITE, 
PRESIDENT, OWNER

MANAGER, MID-TIER

VICE-PRESIDENT, 
DIRECTOR,  

SENIOR MANAGER

EXPERT, 
SPECIALIST, STAFF

MALAYSIA

HONG KONG, 
CHINA

THAILAND

VIETNAM
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THE RISE OF ECOMMERCE AND DIGITAL TALENT 

JONATHAN NAYLOR
Manager, Consumer Goods & Retail
RGF Professional Recruitment Japan

In terms of consumer electronics, technology is 
becoming more integrated: think about the rise 
of smart white goods, for example. With this 
shift comes the rise in product manager roles 
that we’ve seen in the last 12 months and the 
high demand for brand managers. 

Additionally, digital roles are becoming more 
competitive. Our clients are constantly looking for 
ecommerce professionals, social media experts, 
media planning and buying specialists, and 
talent with experience managing online reselling 
platforms like Rakuten and Amazon.

““
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GROWING DEMAND FROM A NEW 
DEMOGRAPHIC

PERSONAL 
LUXURY GOODS

TOP PLAYERS FOR PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS
The rankings include total revenue of a company’s 

other business beyond the subject sector

1

6

2

7

3

8

4

9

Luxottica Group SpA

PVH Corp

The Swatch Group AG

Chow Tai Fook Jewellery Group Ltd

5

10

Kering SA

Personal luxury goods can be classified broadly into four main 
segments: accessories, apparel, hard luxury (which includes 
jewellery), and beauty. Estimated to be worth US$307 billion in 2018, 
the largest segment is accessories, with a 33% market share, while the 
other three are on nearly equal footing, each around the 23% mark.

The global personal luxury goods market is expected to grow over 
the next five years thanks to an expanding middle class population 
globally and increasing disposable income – especially in Mainland 
China, where local consumers accounted for 33% of the purchases 
in the global personal luxury goods category. As for the rest of Asia 
Pacific, sales grew 9% year-on-year in 2018, thanks to growth in South 
Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Taiwan, Vietnam and the Philippines20.

Christian Dior SE

LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE

L’Oréal SA

The Estée Lauder Companies Inc.

Cie Financiere Richemont SA



Like all sectors in the consumer industry, luxury 
goods are experiencing large shifts in consumer 
behaviour that are impacting how business is 
conducted. Though Europe continues to be the 
largest market for personal luxury goods, the 
American market has high domestic spend, and 
spending on these products in Asia Pacific is 
growing, especially as the region is now home to the 
highest proliferation of high net-worth individuals21.

The luxury market is also experiencing a change in 
consumer demographics. The sector is currently 
witnessing a rise in influence from Millennials and 
Generation Z customers, as well as increased 
influence of cultural and social preferences on 
product lines.

In line with this shift in target customer is the power 
of digital disruption, which not even the luxury 
industry is immune to. Customers are increasingly 
turning to duty-free shopping or online sites in order 
to find the most attractive prices available, and 
brands are having to change their methods to appeal 
to this demand.

Rising Airport Sales
It’s expected that high net-worth individuals travel 
frequently, but there has also been a boost in 
business-class travel globally – which has led to 
an uptick in luxury goods purchased in airports. 
Indeed, sales from airport retail outlets is expected to 
account for 7% of the global personal luxury goods 
sales by 2025. 

Usually offering the perk of duty-free shopping, this 
allows consumers to purchase goods without paying 
sales tax – thus creating a more attractive price point 
than what many shoppers can find online, helping 
them circumvent paying for customs and import 
duties on luxury goods. 

This comes as travel from emerging markets like 
Brazil and the UAE to locations such as Europe 
and Asia rises, as well as in the midst of plans for 
over 100 airports to be opened in Mainland China 
and across APAC by 2027. It’s expected that major 
luxury brands will be moving into those retail spaces, 
leveraging the power of consumers happy to spend 
on premium goods at duty-free prices.

INDUSTRY TRENDS



THE SECTOR IS 
CURRENTLY WITNESSING 
A RISE IN INFLUENCE 
FROM MILLENNIALS 
AND GENERATION Z 
CUSTOMERS.

“

Appealing to a Younger Customer
As Millennials and Generation Z are now in their 20s 
and 30s, they are earning salaries – and spending 
them. In 2018, consumers from these younger 
generations made up 47% of luxury consumers and 
accounted for 33% of luxury purchases, fuelling the 
sector’s market growth. It’s expected this customer 
demographic will make up more than half (55%) of 
the market by 2025, and contribute 130% of market 
growth in the next five years, easily offsetting the 
decline in sales from older generations22.

To appeal to this new customer, luxury brands are 
changing their marketing strategies and distribution 
channels to meet these digitally native customers 
where they are often found – online23.

New Cultural Influences
With this change in customer comes more than just a 
change in ad campaigns and digital offerings; luxury 
brands also need to listen to what their customers 
want. As consumers from emerging markets in the 
Middle East and Asia Pacific – where Islam is a major 
religion – are displaying increased spending on luxury 
goods, there is more demand for modest fashion, as 
well as increased expectations for inclusive sizes that 
cater to petite and plus-sized shoppers. 

Luxury brands are already taking note of this, as 
modest garments that could be worn by Muslim 
women made up approximately 40% of women’s 
ready-to-wear collections in 2018, and a larger range 
of sizing options were available for around 20% of 
collections24.

17



HIRING TRENDS

As brands cater to a younger, more digitally connected consumer, it’s imperative they are able to connect with them 
both online and offline. Due to this, luxury brands are in need of marketing talent who understand omnichannel 
communication strategies and brand narratives, as well as data analysts who can interpret customer data and derive 
insights. This is especially crucial in the luxury market, where customers expect a higher level of personalisation.

Brands are also looking to boost staff retention, especially for in-store team members. To do this, companies are 
offering regional rotation programmes to provide employees with broader industry experience and knowledge, as 
well as continuing education and management courses. This is especially crucial for retaining Millennial talent, who 
want to work for a company they believe in and that invests in them.

TALENT IN THE INDUSTRY 
WHO CHANGED JOBS IN THE 

LAST ONE YEAR (BY LABOUR POPULATION)

TOTAL LABOUR POPULATION BY MARKET 
*AS VISIBLE ONLINE

LABOUR DISTRIBUTION BY LEVEL

TALENT IN THE INDUSTRY 
WHO ARE ACTIVELY LOOKING FOR 

A JOB CHANGE (BY LABOUR POPULATION)

MAINLAND CHINA

INDIA

HONG KONG

SINGAPORE

JAPAN

MAINLAND CHINA

INDIA

HONG KONG

INDONESIA

THAILAND

2,439 4,062

1,133 1,950

856 980

404 266

223 321

15% 13%

13% 57%

71,000INDIA

14,000
11,000
11,000

6,100
5,800
4,800MALAYSIA

4,500
3,800TAIWAN, CHINA

3,600
2,700

C-SUITE, 
PRESIDENT, OWNER

MANAGER, MID-TIER

VICE-PRESIDENT, 
DIRECTOR,  

SENIOR MANAGER

EXPERT, 
SPECIALIST, STAFF

HONG KONG, 
CHINA

MAINLAND 
CHINA

INDONESIA

SINGAPORE

THAILAND

JAPAN

PHILIPPINES

VIETNAM
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APRIASTUTI MAULINA 
Director, Consumer and Retail 
RGF Executive Search Indonesia

DOUGLAS MACDONALD 
Managing Director 
RGF Executive Search Thailand

THE CHALLENGES AND BENEFITS OF LUXURY RETAIL

As emerging markets across APAC continue to 
grow thanks to the commodities boom, direct 
foreign investment and increased government 
spending, nations like Indonesia are becoming 
wealthier. In fact, Indonesia now has 32 
billionaires, according to Forbes, and Swiss 
Banking Group has predicted Indonesia will see 
another 100,000 millionaires over the next few 
years. But the recent entrance of high-end global 
companies into the local market is based on more 
than just the expectations of the super-rich – it is 
also a matter of the rise in the Indonesian middle 
and upper-middle classes, who also have the 
means to invest in luxury products.

In 2019, sales of luxury goods in Thailand are 
predicted to reach US$ 2.2 billion. This increased 
demand is mainly due to a positive tourism industry 
outlook as well as the local population’s growing 
wealth. Luxury malls are booming as investors 
expand and develop new luxury retail space, 
with four top shopping destinations dedicated to 
providing high-end brands to consumers.

To attract talent to these new shops, many luxury 
brands are emphasising their strong employer 
branding, and working to differentiate themselves 
from other employers by leveraging their company 
website, job forums, campus recruitment,internal 
referral programs and social media platforms.
To retain talent, they not only need to provide 
attractive and competitive benefits, but also should 
have clear career growth and development plans 
for employees.

“ “
“ “



TOP PLAYERS FOR SPORTING GOODS
The rankings include total revenue of a company’s 

other business beyond the subject sector

1
2
3
4

Nike Inc.

adidas AG

VF Corp

Yue Yuen Industrial (Holdings) Ltd5
6
7
8
9

Puma SE

Under Armour Inc

ANTA Sports Products Ltd.
ADIDAS SPORTS (CHINA) CO. LTD. (Private)

Asics Corporation10

NO SLOWING DOWN THIS 
BOOMING SECTOR 

SPORTING GOODS

Comprising sports equipment, sportswear and athletic footwear, the 
sporting goods industry was worth around US$384 billion as of 2016, 
according to Allied Market Research. This makes up approximately 
60% of the overall sports industry, which includes food and beverages, 
sporting events and fitness clubs, among other sectors, as per KPMG.

By segment, sports equipment is the main seller, accounting for over half 
of the total sporting goods industry as of 2016, and North America and 
Europe are the main drivers of global revenue. Within the sporting goods 
category, Asia Pacific has not yet begun to spend more on these goods 
despite the boom in wealth and disposable income in the region – it’s 
estimated that the average per capita spend on sporting goods in the 
U.S. is US$285, where in Mainland China it’s just US$17.

However, APAC is projected to experience 11% growth in this sector by 
2023, the highest CAGR internationally, thanks to the amount of global 
sporting events that are slated to take place in the region. The growing 
proliferation of professional sports fans in the region due to the growing 
popularity of professional football will surely make an impact as well25.

Kering SA



There’s no denying the appeal of sporting goods 
– these products, ranging from equipment like 
footballs to skis, and running shorts to sneakers, 
are essential for an array of past-times that keep 
consumers fit, healthy and happy. 

The demand of sporting goods was once niche, 
only to be used for specific activities in specific 
venues at specific times. But with changing 
fashion trends and the movement toward more 
casual dress codes, sportswear has become daily 
garments that can be worn outside of a tennis 
court or weightlifting session.

What’s more, with a highly connected world, 
professional athletes are no longer only hometown 
heroes – the world can tune into football games 
played in Germany, badminton matches in 
Malaysia, or basketball games in the United States 
and watch these athletes in real time, garnering 
fans worldwide.

The rise of athleisure and celebrity endorsements 
are trends that have transformed the sporting 
goods market, and have led to collaborations 
and limited edition products that create massive 
demand and command soaring prices.

Athleisure
A portmanteau of “athletic” and “leisure,” the term 
“athleisure” describes a casual-athletic fashion 
aesthetic that can range from people wearing 
sneakers to the office, to pairing yoga pants 
with a button-down shirt, to trousers made from 
comfortable performance-wear materials. Its origin 
and popularity is closely linked to Lululemon, a 
mid-priced women’s yoga brand that has come to 
dominate the athletic industry26. 

With the fusion fashion trend’s rise throughout 
the 2010s, it has transformed not just the athletic 
industry, but the fashion industry, and can be seen 
globally for all demographics as not just athletic 
gear, but as a lifestyle choice27. According to 
Macquarie, over 60% of all sports shoes are worn 
by consumers in the athleisure segment, and the 
Retail Tracking Service of NPD Group found that 
women’s sneaker sales in the US increased by 
37% year-on-year in 2017.

Within Asia Pacific, Mainland China exhibits the 
greatest growth potential for athleisure, due to 
its growing middle class, the largest population 
of Millennials (415 million) and the fact that gym 
memberships in Mainland China have doubled 
since 2008. 

INDUSTRY TRENDS

THE RISE OF ATHLEISURE 
AND CELEBRITY 
ENDORSEMENTS ARE 
TRENDS THAT HAVE 
TRANSFORMED THE 
SPORTING GOODS MARKET
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Celebrity endorsements
A tried and true sales and marketing strategy, 
celebrity endorsements have been a cornerstone 
of the sporting goods industry for decades. But 
with the rise of professional athletes’ profiles on a 
global scale, these partnerships are more lucrative 
than ever – but these endorsements don’t only 
extend to athletes anymore. Many sportswear 
companies including Nike and Puma have signed 
singers, rappers, actors, and other celebrities as 
brand ambassadors to promote specific lines of 
sportswear and footwear.

For example, Nike’s recent collaboration with 
rapper Travis Scott on a line of Air Jordan 1 
sneakers garnered such high demand that the 
shoes, which retailed at US$175, sold out within 
hours of its release28 while Rihanna’s collaboration 
with Puma helped boost its sales by 13%. 
Meanwhile, football superstar Lionel Messi has 
a lifetime sponsorship deal with adidas, and 
generates over $100 million a year for the brand29.

Exclusive Partnerships
Another lucrative trend that has emerged 
recently are partnerships between high-fashion 
designers and sportswear brands, in essence 
bridging the gap between athleisure and celebrity 
endorsements. Off-White founder and Louis Vuitton 
artistic director Virgil Abloh has worked extensively 
with Nike on several sneaker collections30, while 
streetwear brand Supreme has partnered with 
sporting goods companies to create limited 
edition products ranging from punching bags to 
basketballs31.

These sorts of collaborations boost both brand 
awareness as well as sales – Global Inc, Research 
and Markets projects that the sports and fitness 
fashion market will be worth over US$230 billion 
by 2024.
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HIRING TRENDS

Though per capita spend on sporting goods in Asia Pacific has yet to match its American and European counterparts, 
the sector is rife with talent in the region. The majority of sporting goods manufacturing occurs in Mainland China, 
Indonesia, Cambodia,  Vietnam and Thailand, where labour costs are attractive and quality is maintained. 

According to our talent data, roles within the sporting goods sector are in extremely high demand in Mainland China, 
where there are the amount of candidates looking for available positions is nearly four times the amount of the current 
talent pool.
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EMPLOYERS MUST UP THEIR GAME TO FIND AND 
UPSKILL KEY SPORTING GOODS TALENT 

MOHIT SAINI 
Center Head, Delhi

RGF Professional Recruitment India

With manufacturing technology rapidly advancing, 
sporting goods companies need to be constantly 
looking to embrace new techniques to compete 
in an ever-changing landscape. The biggest 
challenge relating to Industry 4.0 in sporting goods 
manufacturing is how companies will pivot to 
ensure their workforces are capable of handling 
changes associated with this next generation of 
manufacturing technology.

Companies are looking to recruit talent comfortable 
with technology and that have skill sets that include 
programming and critical thinking, but are finding 
there is no talent pipeline with the necessary skills 
and experience. HR leaders in the sporting goods 
manufacturing sector have to emphasise the 
importance of a new blend of skills and confront 
the negative perception of manufacturing as career 
path to move forward.

““
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The supermarket industry covers retailers that sell food products, including 
fresh produce, processed food, chilled or frozen foods, and prepared meals, 
as well as daily necessities. It’s a US$5.7 trillion industry globally, according to 
McKinsey, and though it has grown 4.5% annually for the last decade, there 
has been a downward trajectory in the wake of higher costs, continual industry 
disruption, changing consumer behaviour and fierce pricing competition32.

Perhaps the largest recent disruptor is best exemplified by consumers in 
Asia Pacific, where online grocery shopping is a popular option in markets 
including South Korea, Mainland China, Taiwan and Singapore. Because of 
this new channel for competition, brick-and-mortar stores are struggling to 
keep up with the innovation in the retail ecosystem.

Though consumers in Asia Pacific are keen to order online, the region is  
projected by IGD to dominate the growth of supermarkets through 2022, and 
to account for US$1.2 billion in sales, approximately half of the global total. 
India, specifically, is expected to grow at a little over 11% by 2022, and India, 
Mainland China and Indonesia combined are projected to account for nearly 
two-thirds of new sales by 202333.

STOCKING UP FOR THE 
DIGITAL REVOLUTION

TOP PLAYERS FOR SUPERMARKETS
The rankings include total revenue of a company’s 
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In the wake of rapid digitalisation, new models 
of commerce and forward-thinking mergers and 
acquisitions, the supermarket industry is in the 
midst of revolution. The way people shop for 
groceries is rapidly changing worldwide because 
of new ecommerce platforms, the availability of 
delivery services and changing consumer habits.

The rise of online grocery sales
With eCommerce has come the option of 
purchasing nearly anything you can think of online 
– including groceries. Worldwide online grocery 
sales grew 13% globally between June 2017 and 
2018, and account for over 6% of fast-moving 
consumer goods (FMCG) sales globally, according 
to Kantar Worldpanel. 

South Korea and Mainland China are leading the 
trend in APAC, but players such as Amazon Prime 
have a presence in Southeast Asia, boasting offers 
of same-day delivery – an easy solution for busy 
professionals within the region’s emerging markets. 

INDUSTRY TRENDS
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Changing consumer habits
A trend that has crossed generations to include 
both Millennials and Baby Boomers is the 
disinclination to cook. Half of American Millennials 
said they rarely cook at home, and there has been 
a rise in sales of ready-made meals. 

What’s more, with easy accessible and affordable 
food service options ranging from dining out 
to having made-to-order food delivered to a 
consumer’s door, food-service revenue has 
outpaced grocery sales34.

Digitalisation
One of the biggest challenges facing supermarkets 
is rapid digital disruption. Because of this, even 
those supermarkets that develop websites and 
apps have a hard time keeping up with how quickly 
online consumer behaviour shifts. 

For example, nearly 90% of Mainland Chinese 
consumers use a smartphone to purchase FMCG 
products, while almost half of British, French and 
Spanish consumers use a laptop. It’s predicted 
that Mainland China will lead the way within the 
supermarket sector and online adoption, and that 
it’s likely other emerging markets with high mobile 
penetration will adopt the smartphone purchasing 
model35.

What’s more, analysis from McKinsey suggests 
between $200 billion and $700 billion in revenues 
from traditional grocery retailers could shift to 
other formats and channels by 2026. In order to 
compete, traditional supermarkets will need to 
implement Industry 4.0 tools and find innovative 
ways to reach their customers36.



HIRING TRENDS

The changing supermarket landscape has led to a spate of mergers and acquisitions. The Sainsbury’s-ASDA merger is a good 
example of companies joining forces in order to survive, while the Amazon acquisition of Whole Foods Market exemplifies the 
other end of the spectrum – an eCommerce giant moving into the supermarket space. Supermarkets would be wise to seek out 
digital talent in order to develop tools that will help them not only compete, but keep pace with disruptors.

The survey data we gathered for supermarket sector talent in Asia Pacific shows those who have jobs in this sector are not 
leaving them. The highest talent movement occurred in Mainland China, where there were fewer than 450 changes in roles. 
Comparatively, there are 1,314 people in Mainland China looking for work in the supermarket industry, showing that hiring is 
either at a standstill or that those in the roles are not keen to move on.
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THE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
SUPERMARKETS IN THE PHILIPPINES’ CHANGING 
RETAIL LANDSCAPE

JADE JALMASCO 
Associate Director & Practice Head 
Consumer Markets

RGF Executive Search Philippines  

Though the landscape is changing, the 
supermarket and grocery industry is still seen as a 
lucrative market for the next three years. According 
to the International Grocery Retail Group, projected 
year-on-year projected growth is at 9.3%. While 
the Philippine market largely spends on traditional 
trade channels (i.e. mom-and-pop stores  and 
neighbourhood sari-sari stores), modern trade 
channels account for 20% of the market. In the last 
five years, we have seen a shift in these two major 
channels, especially since  dominant players such 
as SM, Puregold, and Robinsons began acquiring 
small-to medium-sized grocery chains. 

This trend will continue given the shift in consumer 
behaviour to prioritising convenience, accessibility, 
and affordability. Brick-and-mortar stores have 
ramped up their smaller format stores and have 
been experimenting with their own e-commerce 
solutions. While online shopping has become 
a trend globally, it is still in its infancy stage in 
the Philippines. Culturally, Filipinos still want to 
use their traditional senses when purchasing a 
product as well as having the interaction at the 
check-out counters. Because of this, the future of 
supermarket and grocery industry in the Philippines 
will be moving into the omnichannel sphere to 
offer a combination of walking inside a physical 
store while having the option to view and make 
purchases online.

“
“



A CATEGORY CHALLENGED BY 
CHANGING CONSUMER DEMANDS

TOP PLAYERS FOR CASUAL APPAREL
The rankings include total revenue of a company’s 
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Next PLC10

Comprising businesses that sell general clothes and accessories, the 
casual apparel sector is big business. The global market was worth 
US$1.5 trillion in 2017 – about half of the global fashion industry, with 
women’s fashion making up around 40% of sales, followed by men’s 
(26%) and undergarments (17%).

The global market grew by around 4% in 2017 compared to 2010, 
and is expected to hit US$1.8 trillion in sales by 2021 if it continues to 
expand at steady rates. 

Though the United States is the largest consumer of the casual 
apparel market, Mainland China, Japan and India are three of the 
top five consumers – though Mainland China and India find their way 
there due to sheer population size, Japan is in the top five because of 
comparatively high average clothing costs. 

Reliance Retail Ltd



Consumers today are savvy, price-conscious, and 
digitally connected – making it vital for brands to 
be tapped in to emerging trends and agile enough 
to fill demand at a price point customers are happy 
with. These trends are closely aligned with digital 
influencers, ranging from celebrities to bloggers with 
an online presence and high engagement levels from 
their followers, who trust their judgment and will 
purchase products endorsed by them. 

But while there is a short lifespan for trends in the 
casual apparel industry, there is also a demand for 
sustainability and quality – which can be a tricky 
balance for brands to deliver when prices need 
to remain low. Because of this, there are several 
emerging trends that are responses to each other, 
but that also present interesting challenges for 
apparel brands.

Fast fashion
Fast fashion is a business model trend that continues 
to dominate the casual apparel market. With the 
rise of retailers such as H&M, Zara, Forever 21 
and Cotton On, all of which stock apparel for men, 
women and children, fast fashion is the idea that 
merchandise should turn around quickly in order 
to drive demand for new products and to offer 
consumers the latest trends each time they visit 
an outlet.

Though these companies are successful – the 
average revenue for H&M per store in 2017 was 
US$5 million – the garments are created under 
the philosophy that they will worn by customers 
for only a short period of time and are thus often 
lower quality goods. In response, there have been 
criticisms that the fast fashion industry is contributing 
to textile waste37, and many of these brands have 
launched eco-friendly lines sold at higher price 
points as well as textile recycling programs38. 

INDUSTRY TRENDS

FAST FASHION IS A 
BUSINESS MODEL TREND 
THAT CONTINUES TO 
DOMINATE THE CASUAL 
APPAREL MARKET.
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Second-hand Shopping
Perhaps as a response to fast fashion, or simply 
because more consumers are environmentally 
conscious and want higher quality goods at 
affordable prices, second-hand shopping has been 
on the rise – especially online – posing a challenge to 
the casual apparel industry. 

Second-hand purchases accounted for 6% of 
the clothing market in 2017, a doubling in growth 
compared to 3% in 2007, and second-hand retail is 
expected to account for 11% of clothing spending 
by 2027, according to online clothing reseller 
ThredUp. Additionally, Statista found that the online 
share of second-hand clothing sales came in at 19% 
in 2017 and will likely grow to 25% by 2025.

Athleisure
Emerging from the sporting goods apparel category, 
the athleisure trend has been embraced by the 
casual apparel industry, and the comfortable, sporty 
garments can be easily found in most retail outlets. 
Often referred to as “activewear” in casual apparel 
stores, this type of clothing makes up 24% of total 
apparel industry sales and is projected to grow 
throughout 201939. 
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HIRING TRENDS

Manufacturing centres across Asia Pacific have long produced casual apparel, with Mainland China dominating 
the category for decades. But now, exports from Mainland China in this category are declining as the country 
loses market share to other APAC nations, such as Vietnam, due to a rise in wages in Mainland China. 

There is also a fashion industry focus on India as its middle class and per capita spend on apparel increases40. 
Coupled with our survey data that found there are over 250,000 Indian talent looking for available roles in the 
casual apparel sector, there is opportunity for brands who move into the market.
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CASUAL APPAREL BRANDS ARE FINDING THE RIGHT FIT 
IN JAPAN

DIEGO MUNOZ 
Director, Consumer Goods & Retail
RGF Executive Search Japan

Casual apparel brands focus on Japan as a key 
driver of both sales and brand image in Asia. 
Tokyo continues to be a benchmark for global 
standards of bleeding-edge product design, 
high quality goods, and discerning consumers. 
While consolidation of certain back-office 
functions continues among large players, brands 
of all sizes are investing in strong local teams 
with sales and key account development and 
management knowledge, as well as building 
out teams that can operate with agility across 

the region to identify and bridge gaps between 
global and local merchandising and marketing 
and communications. While some positive 
impact of inbound consumer demand continues, 
most brands seem to have begun to balance 
investment in this market with optimising and 
improving the core domestic business. 
Japanese brand teams are becoming 
increasingly international, though talent 
generally can speak Japanese and has 
several years of experience in Japan.

““
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GREAT GAINS GLOBALLY

TOP PLAYERS FOR ONLINE MARKETPLACES
The rankings include total revenue of a company’s 

other business beyond the subject sector
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The online marketplaces industry is made up of retailers whose 
main sales channel is the internet and who do not own or operate 
brick-and-mortar stores. According to Statista, global retail 
eCommerce grew nearly 20% between 2014 and 2017, and is 
forecasted at a CAGR of just over 20% between 2017 and 2021. 

Though online marketplaces and eCommerce are witnessing 
double-digit growth rates worldwide, Asia Pacific is the global 
eCommerce leader, and sales from the region are expected to 
more than double by 2020 thanks to widespread adoption of 
smartphones, digital wallets, and online marketplaces.

As companies like Amazon and Alibaba continue to grow and 
innovate, disrupting even their own operations with surprise 
acquisitions and new technological offerings, the future for the 
online marketplace industry is an exciting one that is expected to 
continue to grow across the globe.

Vipshop Holdings Ltd

eBay Inc
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Online marketplaces have grown in popularity due 
to their convenience – user-friendly, easy ways for 
consumers to shop no matter where they are. 
But the industry must continue to provide that 
level of convenience, which requires near-constant 
innovation in order to meet rapidly changing 
consumer expectations and keep up with 
the competition.

Embracing tech tools
Among the many changes in consumer 
expectations is the demand for swift and seamless 
customer service and retail experiences, no matter 
which channel a customer is using, be it a website, 
app, or social media platform. 

Because of this, customer data is more important 
than ever, as it’s being used to derive customer-
specific insights, allowing online brands to provide 
timely push notifications, personalised offers and 
more meaningful messaging. In turn, these efforts 
can not only boost sales, but brand awareness and 
brand loyalty.

Through integrating the data and technology 
needed to execute omnichannel service, 
companies are also automating service by 
implementing chatbots to answer customer queries 
or complaints in real time and further collect 
customer data that can lead to a fuller view of the 
customer and their purchasing journey.

INDUSTRY TRENDS

USER-FRIENDLY, EASY WAYS 
FOR CONSUMERS TO SHOP 
NO MATTER WHERE 
THEY ARE. 
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Apps
Though websites are the backbone of the online 
marketplace industry, apps are the future, 
especially as smartphone ownership continues 
to rise across the globe. Apps can provide a 
more user-friendly interface and an easier path to 
purchase than a mobile website is able to, and 
the ability to send consumers push notifications 
from the app to their phone is an appealing 
communications channel for many brands.

Unsurprisingly, Asia Pacific leads the world in 
mobile app shopping. According to a 2018 Global 
Payments Report by Worldplay, mobile shopping is 
expected to become the most popular eCommerce 
channel for Singapore in 2019, making up 52% of 
all online sales – five years ahead of the estimated 
global average of 202341. What’s more, 54% of all 
online transactions in APAC are made in-app, 
while only 18% occur on mobile web and 28% 
on desktop42.

Augmented reality
As augmented reality becomes more widespread, 
it’s especially being utilised through apps such as 
Pokémon Go and Ikea Place, allowing users to 
visualise fictional elements. 

These capabilities have been especially embraced 
by online retailers, who implement the technology 
into their apps in order to provide the consumer 
with the ability to virtually “try on” clothes and 
accessories. For example, Warby Parker uses AR 
so that users can “see” if a new pair of glasses 
suits them and Sephora Visual Artist allows 
customers to test out makeup colours43. Though 
the technology is still emerging and being refined, 
augmented reality offerings help the consumer 
decide whether or not to purchase a product – 
a boon for online retailers.



HIRING TRENDS

Due to the nature of online marketplaces, it’s critical that these companies employ tech talent who are 
able to not only keep pace with technological advancements and trends, but who can innovate and create 
exciting new products for the business. Additionally, data scientists and digital marketers are a necessity, 
as connecting with customers via omnichannel strategies has become an imperative.
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USING INNOVATIVE RECRUITMENT STRATEGIES TO 
BRIDGE THE DIGITAL TALENT GAP IN VIETNAM

MELISSA NG 
Manager
Consumer Markets 
RGF Executive Search Vietnam

Consumers across the region are now more 
accustomed to the convenience of digital channels 
to make purchases. This allows them to save time 
and shop from anywhere as long as they have have 
wireless data or internet access. Some consumers 
even feel online shopping gives them access to a 
wider selection of desired products. 

With the rise of e-commerce across the region, 
companies both foreign and local are exploring 
a variety of ways to capitalise on this wave of 
growth. Competition is fierce, and enormous 
investment is often required to establish the 
necessary infrastructure, logistics and brand-
building initiatives. 

As we know, business strategies are brought alive 
by people, so these companies must focus on their 
talent strategies as well.

There has been a trend of hiring talent outside of 
e-commerce, poaching candidates from industries 
that are fast-paced, data-analytics driven and 
entrepreneurial – e.g. FMCG and investment 
banking, among others. Some of the e-commerce 
companies are also building robust training and 
development programs to provide staff members 
with opportunities to grow. Because of this 
practice,  we believe online marketplaces are 
overcoming the talent gap and will avoid aslow-
down in growth.

“
“



CONCLUSION
As the consumer industry looks to its future, the 
largest challenge it faces is hiring. Though there 
is high demand for roles in specific sectors of the 
consumer industry, employers are struggling to 
find qualified candidates. 

Quick solutions are for companies to promote 
internally or greenlight transfers for candidates 
willing to relocate as well as provide upskilling 
opportunities for current employees, but brands 
also need to re-evaluate their recruitment strategies 
in order to boost fill available roles. This will 
require companies to potentially increase their 
hiring budgets, reconsider their compensation 
and benefits packages, and embrace data-driven 
recruitment tools that can aid brands in finding the 
qualified talent they seek.
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METHODOLOGY 
RGF’s Consumer Outlook report is a comprehensive analysis of broad industry and hiring trends in seven 
key sectors of the consumer industry. The report is based on third-party and RGF-owned data – Talent 
in Asia Survey – as well as a real-time review of job opportunities culled from a large, representative 
selection of online career sources in the month of May 2019. Due to the real-time nature of some of this 
data, RGF does not guarantee the accuracy of the information and encourages readers to use its insights 
at their discretion.

https://www.nielsen.com/content/dam/corporate/us/en/reports-downloads/2019-reports/nielsen-changing-consumer-prosperity-report-feb-2019.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-economy-retail/japan-retail-sales-rise-most-in-10-months-signal-economic-rebound-idUSKCN1NY01C
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About RGF International Recruitment

Brand and Services

RGF (Recruit Global Family) is the global brand of Recruit Group, which is the fourth largest 
recruitment and information service company globally. Founded in 1960, the Recruit Group 
creates and provides platforms that connect companies and consumers by offering Opportunities 
for Life. RGF International Recruitment, under the Recruit Group, provides a wide range of 
recruitment solutions in 11 markets and 26 cities in Asia. We deliver optimal, cross-border 
recruitment solutions at all levels and across all industries and functions, transcending national 
and city boundaries through our three service brands, with the aim of unleashing the potential of 
individual talents and employers in Asia.

RGF Professional Recruitment
Hires of managerial and specialist positions who are essential to 
the real work of the business dealing with the people, customers 
and teams driving the business cross-functionally. They can also 
be considered developmental candidates for executive senior 
leadership positions.

• Mainland China, India, Japan, Singapore

RGF HR Agent 
Fills a range of managerial, specialist and staff positions at 
Japanese companies that require Japanese language skills. 
Draws on a deep understanding of Japanese companies with a 
vast database of Japanese-speaking personnel to find the best 
candidates. 

• Mainland China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Indonesia, 
 Vietnam, India 

Bó Lè Associates, which provides executive search services primarily in Mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, is part of the RGF Executive 
Search brand.

Senior /
Executives

Middle
Managers
& Specialists

Staff
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RGF Executive Search 
Focuses on senior executives to middle management search in 
order to fulfil organisational goals, strategic planning development 
and overall decision making that affects the entire business 
organization. 

• Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, India, Indonesia,  
 Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand



Our Strengths

Contact Us

www.rgf-hr.com

Visit our website 

RGF Executive Search: www.linkedin.com/company/rgf-international-recruitment

RGF Professional Recruitment: www.linkedin.com/company/rgf-professional-recruitment

RGF HR Agent: www.linkedin.com/company/rgf-hr-agentrecruitment

Connect with us on LinkedIn 

Specialist Consultants

Specialized across all industry sectors
and job functions
(as of Nov 2018)

Placements per Year

We find the best talent

Cities in Asia

To support your regional
recruitment needs

Years of Experience

To deliver comprehensive
HR services globally

59+
Group Employees

3 business units in Media & Solutions,
HR Technology, Staffing across 60+
countries (as of March 2018)

40000+
In Global Revenue

Annual net sales of over USD 19 Billion
in recruiting and information services
(as of March 2018)

No.4
As Recruit Group

As RGF International Recruitment
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